YEAR 5 and YEAR 6 CURRICULUM OVERVIEW.
YEAR 5/6
YEAR A

AUTUMN A

AUTUMN B

SPRING A

SPRING B

SUMMER A

SUMMER B

The Ancient Greeks.
(History)
How do Ancient
Greek cities and
beliefs compare to
that of other
civilisations?

Going Global
(DT/Geography)
What variety of
cooking techniques
can be used to
prepare foods from
around the world?
To prepare and cook
savoury dishes and
understand
seasonality.
To understand trade
links and the
distribution of food.

Time Tunnel
(History)
The stone age to the
iron age.
How did the changes
which occurred
during prehistoric
times impact our
lives today?

We are artists
(Art)
How do artists use
colours and
techniques to reflect
mood?

Playgrounds
(DT)
How can we use our
knowledge of
mechanical systems
to make structures?
Understand, explore
and use mechanical
systems.

Further afield.
(History)
Mayan civilisation.
How do Mayan cities
and beliefs compare
to that of other
civilisations?

FIRST HAND
EXPERIENCES

Inspire Workshop
A TV report based
on the invasion

Prepare , cook and
taste a variety of
dishes

Fantastic Finish – To
take viewers
through a time
tunnel in the form
of a rollercoaster.

To produce their
own art gallery

Visit the playground
on Livingstone Road

Inspire Workshop
To participate in a
Mayan festival

YEAR B

Making the news
(History)
The Roman Empire.
How do Roman
beliefs compare to
that of other
civilisations?

Weather and Climate
(Geography)
Why do countries
experience different
weather and climate?
Identifying the
positions on the
earth, such as
longitude, latitude
and equator. To
understand climate
zones.

Recycle, reuse and
reinvent.
(DT)
How do different
materials serve
different purposes?
To select from and
use a wide range of
materials (textiles)
and to investigate
and analyse a range
of existing products.

Monarchs
(History)
What influence did
religion have on the
Kings and Queens of
England after 1066?

Take it outside.
(Art/DT)
What variety of
techniques can be
used to create a
sculpture?
Sculpture focus, to
build structures and
to use sketch books
to record
observations

The Holiday Show.
(Geography)
What is the
relationship between
geographical features
and tourism?
Geographical skills
and fieldwork.
To use maps, atlases,
globes and
digital/computer
mapping

Inspire Workshop

Using Shelfield’s

Make an item of

Educational visit to

Creating a sculpture

Experience a flight

2019-2020

2020-2021

FIRST HAND

EXPERIENCES

Class elections
when exploring the
political system.

green screen to
become a
meteorologist

clothing
Sewing

Selly Manor Birmingham

via a flight
simulator

